Know the impossible.

Delivering on the
Product Promise
Consumer companies have a lot of
data. The industry is going through a
material shift driven by a consumercentric focus, digital engagement and
changing consumer wants and needs.
Whether implementing an omnichannel go to market, creating product innovation,
or maximizing the effectiveness of demand creation activities, the winning consumer
products companies generally have one thing in common, they relentlessly focus on
maximizing data and insights.
An opportunity to create a competitive advantage exists for brands ready to address
this challenge:
• Almost 70% of consumer companies indicate that they have started to transition
their organization to be a data-driven culture.1
• But only 27% of consumer companies indicate that this transition has been
successful.2
• Companies that enable their organizations to leverage data seamlessly to make
decisions will drive growth through competitive advantage.
What if Brands could easily and automatically:
•U
 ncover key trends early that can impact product innovation and go-to-market
effectiveness.
•M
 aximize consumer marketing investment with a robust understanding and
actionable insights throughout the customer journey.
• I ntegrate data and insights into their procurement and production processes.
•D
 evelop a complete understanding of business drivers by uncovering data
relationships that are material to their results.
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Unique Visitors trending up for the Greater China (GC) region

This Fortune 500 Consumer Brand
identified bot traffic with Outlier
when they were alerted that the
Unique Visitors increased drastically
for three weeks in the Greater China
(GC) region. Outlier helps them
identify trends in their consumerfacing applications.

Outlier helps solve this problem with Automated Business Analysis
Outlier’s automated business analysis platform applies advanced artificial
intelligence and machine learning to your data to provide you insights and lets
you know when unexpected changes or relationships happen so you know where
to focus your energy, daily:
1. Plugs into your data where it lives and analyzes data automatically
2. Provides daily headlines so you don’t miss anything
3. Delivers a quick time to value across functions
Automated Business Analysis works for Brands:
• Outlier identifies bot traffic automatically, helping marketing and analytics
teams quickly understand the root causes of unexpected traffic spikes for a
Fortune 500 Brand.

“We use Outlier to
help us track category
adoption across our
100s of products.
Outlier highlights the
most important changes
so that we can focus
our marketing efforts
quickly and precisely.”
-Category Manager at a
Fortune 50 Global Brand

• Outlier finds trends in consumer behavior for a Global Footwear
Manufacturer. For example, how do customers use your mobile app to
“window shop” but use your website to checkout? These kinds of consumer
trends help inform your product teams.
• Outlier uncovered an insight for online marketplace, Lyst, which led them to
discover an over 60% decrease in partner inventory before it impacted sales.

About Outlier
Outlier, based in sunny Oakland, California, helps global consumer, financial services and pharmaceutical organizations
identify unexpected behavioral changes within their critical business data. The Outlier automated business analysis platform
uncovers unexpected patterns and relationships using advanced artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms.
Organizations can integrate Outlier with existing sources of data within minutes, allowing leaders to gather business insights
quickly, identify potential opportunities and address any unexpected data behaviors. Outlier was designated a Gartner 2018
Cool Vendor in Analytics and was honored as one of CRN’s “10 Hottest Data Analytics Startups Of 2018.”
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